Strategic plan
Working together as a self advocacy group is a great
way to take on issues that affect people with
disabilities. However, to be successful, you will need
a plan.
A strategic plan is something your self advocacy
group can use to help organize your group to take
on issues that are important to the group. Think of
your strategic plan as a roadmap to guide you on a
path to reaching your mission.
Self advocacy groups can
choose to do strategic
plans every year or every
few years. It really does
depend on what issues or
problems the self
advocacy group would like
to take on.
Strategic plans are important because they help your
group stay focused on its mission. Your strategic
plan lets your group members know what you want
to do to achieve the mission of the group.

An example can be, a group may have a mission to
ensure people with disabilities live in their own
communities. The strategic plan lets people know
what activities or steps they will take to make sure
people with disabilities live in their own communities.
You should take the time to work together as a group
to come up with a good strategic plan. Think about
what you would like to do as a group during the next
year or two. By working together to create your
strategic plan, everyone will feel excited to do the
work.
Parts of a strategic plan
Every strategic plan has two main parts. They are
goals and objectives. Your goals and objectives lets
people know what the group plans to do to reach
their mission. Think of your goal is where you want
to go and your objectives as how you plan to get
there.

Strategic plan goals
Every strategic plan needs to include goals. Your
strategic plan can have just one goal or more than
one goal. Goals are the activities that you plan to do
as a self advocacy group.
Every goal that you choose for your strategic plan
should be based on the mission of your group. In
other words, your strategic plan goal should be
getting you closer to achieving your mission.
Your strategic plan goals should also be something
that you can do. They may take some hard work, but
your group should be able to reach that goal. You
don’t want to choose a goal that is so hard that your
group will not be able to achieve the goal.

Strategic plan objectives
Your strategic plan objectives are part of each goal
that you choose. Your objectives are the steps that
you will take to reach your goal. Each goal can have
several objectives or steps. It really depends on how
much your group needs to do to reach the goal.

When writing objectives, it is important that those
objectives are SMART.

Specific: You should be very specific as to what you
plan to do as an activity when writing an objective.

Measurable: Your objective must be measurable.
You must be able to measure if you have completed
your objective.

Achievable: your objectives must be something that
you can actually do. You don’t want to choose an
objective that is so hard that you will not be able to it.

Relevant: the objectives that you choose must be
relevant to the goal. That means that your objective
or the steps that you take must be getting you closer
to reaching your goal

Time bound: Each objective should have a specific
time by which you plan to complete that objective.

SWOT analysis
Choosing goals and objectives for your strategic
plan can be difficult. There are many things to think
about before choosing the right goals and objectives.

One way of helping groups decide is doing a SWOT
analysis. SWOT is a word that stands for strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
You can create a chart that can help your group
identify everything that’s going on with your group in
each of the four areas.

Strengths: strengths are everything that is good
about your group. Your group may have a large
membership in your community. You may have
several programs and trainings that you can use to
teach people. It can be anything that gives your
group the strength to make positive change in the
community.

Weaknesses: weaknesses are the things that your
group may not be so good at or are lacking. You
may not have a meeting space to have your monthly
meetings. Maybe your group isn’t so good at
understanding what is going on at the state
legislature. Weaknesses can be harmful to your
group but they can be improved.

Opportunities: opportunities are things or events
that your group can try and take advantage of to
improve the group. This can be an opportunity to
partner with an organization to work on an issue
together. Perhaps there may be a grant that has
become available that your group is interested in
submitting an application. Opportunities can help
your group strengthen itself or take on activities to
reach its mission.

Threats: threats and barriers can have a negative
effect on your self advocacy group. Threats can also
affect the people you are trying to help. Examples of
threats could be a law that is being talked about at
the legislature that can hurt people with disabilities.
Sometimes threats can be to your own group such
as the closing of the office where you meet.

Creating a chart with the four different categories
can really help members of your group see what’s
going on with the group. By knowing what your
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
are, you can make a better decision as to what goals
and objectives to choose for your strategic plan.
In the example below, a self advocacy group has
filled out their SWOT analysis chart.

Activity SWOT analysis
Before writing a strategic plan, it is a good idea to
take a step back and look at your group to see what
is going on. This is your opportunity to see what is
going well with the group and what needs some
work.

Once you take a step back and look. Write down in
your chart the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats to your group. Let’s take this one step at
a time.

Strengths
Write down the strengths of the group. Think about
all the positive things that the group may have going
on.

Weaknesses
Write down the weaknesses of the group. These are
things that your group might want to work on to
improve the group. Weaknesses are not always bad
things. They are just things that could use a little
work.

Opportunities
Write down the opportunities of the group.
Opportunities are not things that you can control.
However, you can take advantage of opportunities to
improve your group. Opportunities come and go so
this list will always change.

Threats
Write down the threats and barriers to the group.
Threats and barriers may not be things that are
under your control. These can be situations or
events that happen that can affect your group.

Creating Your Strategic Plan
Writing a strategic plan will now be an easier
process with your SWOT analysis. Take a look at the
chart you have created. Look at your strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

Look at each category and see what you can work
with to create your goals and objectives. Look at
your strengths. Is there something you would like to
do that you can put to use your strength?
Look at your weaknesses. Is there something that
you could do to get rid of your weakness?
Look at your opportunities. Is there an opportunity
coming up that you might want to try and pursue?
Look at your threats and barriers? Is there
something that can affect you or your group that
needs to be changed?

These are all important questions that you should
talk about in your group before choosing your goals
and objectives. Remember, your goals are where
you want to be. Your objectives are the steps that
you will take to get to your goal.
When you are ready to write down your strategic
plan, you should create a document that includes
your goal on top and your objectives beneath each
goal. In the example below, a self advocacy group
writes down their goal to teach people about their
rights and responsibilities to vote.
Goal: people with disabilities will vote in the
upcoming presidential election.
Objective 1: there will be provided 3 presentations in
Phoenix Arizona about voter rights and
responsibilities by July.
Objective 2: we will work with the county recorder’s
office to register 100 people to vote by September.
Objective 3: we will work with 100 self advocates to
make sure they have a plan to vote in place by
October.

